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 state college student 
residents 
yesterday
 endorsed Jim 
..erryinan for student body president of 




Students president Bill 
.angan. 
Ferryman is a presidential candidate 
in the 
Spectrum
 '71 ticket. 
Present 
at
 the press conference were 
lie Hay, 
president of Sacramento 
itate, Bill 
Jones,  Fresno State presi-
lent, and
 Langan. 
Hay and Jones are also members of 
he California State College Student 





lobbying  group 
recognized  
iy the California
 State Board of Trus-
.ees. 
Ferryman  has been SJS's repre-
:entative to the CSCSPA this year. 
Clarifying that they were speaking 
or themselves and not as representa-
:ives of the CSCSPA, both Hay and 
Jones claimed Ferryman was a 
'capable and sincere 
student'  and has 
shown the ability to work in this student 
association. 
Langan also introduced a letter 
endorsing Ferryman from Paul Banke, 
student body president 
of Cal Poly in 
San Luis Obispo who stated
 he had met 
OUTLINES PROGRAMState college
 Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke spoke 
before  
approximately 400 students 
yesterday in Morris Dailey Auditorium. He discussed
 
the California Academic
 Master Plan, the budget and responsibilities of the 
campus 










Ferry -man. Delta Chi, 
professional  journalistic society. 










Daily Political Writer 
State College 
Chancellor  Glenn S. 
Dumke described the
 California higher 
education 
master  plan as being "based 
on economy and 
efficiency through 
specialization,"
 before a partially hos-
tile audience 





 the concept 
of 
-instituted  segmental 
education." 
Under that 
program,  the 
university,  the 
college, and the 
junior college 
all have 
a particular  function,
 he explained. 
Dr. Dumke
 proposed 





















































































































 in California 
is "unequaled," 
said Dr. Dumke. "No 
other  state in this 
nation can offer the degree of higher 
education that this state can offer." 
MUST CHANGE 
Dr. Dumke stated that the college 
system must change. "With dollars 
running out, we won't get money for the 




 Get away from receiving a degree 
based on serving time in a  classroom.
 
 Apply the principal of lifelong 
degrees through extension classes, 
education, where persons 
m a c o r r e s p o n d e n c e







may receive  
i
 
 Have the state financially support a 
student only for a reasonable length of 















turnout and the 















































requires  the 
Spartan
 Daily 
publish  all 





















even  bother." 
PRESS MATTER 
"I'm sure we could have
 thrown out 
some of the 
people elected last year if 
we had
 wanted to press the matter," 
said Riner, "because failure to comply 
with
 any section constitutes 
a violation 
of the
 election code." 
"Its not important how complete or 
incomplete their lists are,"  continued 
Riner,  "unless there are charges filed 
later.  
"Each person must 
simply  be willing 
and able to show what
 he spent his 
money on and where that 
money  came 
from,










an education; these are the areas you 
must master,'" said Dr. Dumke. "If 
you can get it better by 
watching
 tele-
vision, listening to lectures,




would, under the chan-
cellor's program, ask
 to be evaluated 
by a panel of teachers
 to see if he quali-
fied for credit, 
when  he felt he was 
ready. 
Dumke raised
 three points to be care-
fully studied by the campus press: 
 In a commercial publication, the 
reader has the choice to buy 
or not to 
buy; but on the 
campus,
 the newspaper 
is part of a 
package
 along with the fees. 
 Byline stories 
"can  and do contain 
editorial comment. The
 reader seldom 
gets 




Debate  -can get too one sided. An 
adversary 
culture
 is needed, but 
defenders are 




















 left the 
stage,
 under 
heavy security guard. 
By PAM STRANDBERG 
Daily Managing Editor 
A committee of 
the State College 
Board of Trustees
 considered phasing 
out several 
engineering,  liberal arts 
and science degree
 major programs at 
a 
meeting  here 
yesterday 
Since
 the chancellor 








he asked the 
Educational 
Policy 
Committee  to phase 
out pro-
grams at the 
various  state 
colleges
 that 




























got underway this morning with SJS 
students given the 
task
 of choosing 
their officials 
from
 a record number of 
candidates.
 




11 sheet of instructions when 
they vote, said 
Election Board Chair-
man 





 slates, the 17 candi-




 A second 
card will contain 
the two refereundums 
on the People's Peace 
Treaty and the 
mandatory  EOP fee. The 
third card will 
either list the 48 upper, 
19 lower or 14 
graduate division council
 candidates, 





 in the morning will also 
get an extra 8 x 
11
 sheet with the refer-
endums printed on them,
 Rifler ex-
plained, because the referendum
 ballot 
cards will not be ready until later in 
the 
day. These sheets will be 
hand counted 
tomorrow
 night, while the 
cards  are 










 pencil marks will 
be rejected by machine 
and  appro-





Five voting booths will be set up on 
campus, with a 
sixth  booth floating 
between the 
aeronautics  department 






booths  will 
be located 
in 
front of the 
education
 building, the old 
science building,
 the reserve book 
room,
 the College Union and on the 
north end of Seventh street
 in front of 
the engineering
 building. 
Hiner said all booths will be open
 at 
least from 8:30 a.m. to 
2:30 p.m. each 
day, with the 
Education  building and 
Seventh
 street 
booths  open 
at
 least 
until 8:30 each night. He  added that the 
other booths may be 
kept  open beyond 
the scheduled hours depending on the 
programs. 
Additional  programs 
that  
may be affected at 










Board  of Trustees phase out the 
programs in 
question at the November,  
1970 meeting. 
The  programs may be 
continued, however,
 if they meet 
cer-
tain criteria 











 Evidence that 








 low degree 
pro-
duction
 in 1969-70 
represents a 
tern -
By RELDA ADLER 
and ROBERT PELLERIN 
Daily Political Writers 
Four members and 
two  past mem-
bers of the SJS 
Young  Americans for 
Freedom I 
YAF  ) yesterday claimed 
A.S. presidential
 hopeful Bruce Far-
hangi joined








 six signed statements
 to the 
Daily 
that
 linked Farhangi, under the
 
assumed





statements  came after Miss 
O'Connell





a "leftist" platform despite his 
"conservative 
ties."  She said he 
was 





Democracy  executive slate, was 
read each of the statements by 
the 
Spartan Daily, and 
said,  "I categori-
cally deny 
all  charges." He said he 
never 









are not also required 
by 
a viable major or by general educa-
tion. 




 students at other
 state col-
leges and









recommendation  that 
the 
trustees  establish 
regular  perform-
ance  review 
procedures
























Farhangi claimed the charges were 
made to 
wreck his campaign. "She 
Miss 
O'Connell)
 thinks I'll have to 
spend all my 
campaign time answering 
her false 
charges,"
 he said. 
He 
maintained that he only attended 
one YAF meeting
 last spring and that 
he did it only 
out of curiosity. Farhangi 
added that he 
went  to an SOS meeting 
that same night and 
that he attends 
activities of 
hundreds
 of political 
groups because of 
his  political science 
major.
 
But most of the 
signed  statements 
disputed that, saying he 
went
 to several 
YAF meetings. Most 
of
 the messages 
referred to 
Farhangi












time and his 
car  to 'the cause.'" 
The 
O'Connell  message 









and  that if I refrained 
from telling 
anyone of his past conservative
 connec-
tions,  we would be rewarded ( 
by
 posi-
tions in his administration).
 I refused." 
VERSION DIFFERENT 
Farhangi said he did see 
Miss  O'Con-
nell last week, but his version was 
different. "She told me my program 
was revolutionary and it 
would give 
Chicano's a place on 
our city council," 
he said.
 "She is 




rights  in city 
govern-
ment." 
The other statements, 
which tended 
to support Miss 
O'Connell's
 conten-
Continued on Page 3. 
Correction 
In the 
election  issue of the Spartan 
Daily, Harold Crentz
 and Richard 
Waldinger of the Number
 Two Party 
were incorrectly identified
 in their 
picture. Harold Crenetz was 
on the 
















































































































































 heading for it. A 








































































































Commission  reported to be in "great 
difficulty."
 
 St. Louis 
University has closed its school of dentistry, 
four engineering 








to make it through













commented  recently. "I 
don't
 know
 of any 






























administrator  in the 































































alumni  had 
taken























per cent of the nation's adults 
felt
 campus unrest was 
"extremely  important" in deciding 
who  to vote for in the 
Congressional race. Seventy-nine 
per cent said federal aid 
should  be denied to colleges 
that
 do not expel students "in-
volved in campus riots." 
Other educators see the 
recession  that has hit the entire 
nation as a cause 
of
 the college fiscal upset.
 De Pauw 
University 
President
 William Kerstetter said 
in
 "U.S. News 
and World 
Report" that with an annual inflation rate
 of 5.6 
per cent and a budget of $7.5
 






 in extra money 
every year just to stay




 at University of Chicago,
 New York University, 
and Cornell
 have all reported that recent













tributed to the 

























boost  their productivity
 
to 
match rising costs." 
DILUTE 
PRODUCT 
Bruce Bassett, the 
assistant
 vice-president





 out the dilemma: 
"If we try to get






the same number 
of






 must dilute the product we have
 to offer." 
In an article











trying  to 
continually 
build  bigger and better programs,





 rooms  
ball-
rooms. 





Back at SJS, 
the  bleak financial 
picture can be 
seen
 as a 
result










 its birth, SJS has
 been growing, 












 semester, enrollment 
was 13,900 
students.  Throughout





 an enrollment increase  with each semester, 
climaxing




There was no apparent 














 as "very 





running the college have 





















1967,  SJS was hit with its first budget 
cut-- 10 
per  cent 
--after
 a 






















 on Page 3. 
  















end itself, but a 
means to a 








































































































 have now reached
 a point where
 Sen. Alan 
Cranston has 
co-authored an 
act calling for 
the  withdrawl of 
all American 
forces  from 
Southeast  Asia 





the effort as a 
tremendous 
step  in fostering 
"mutual 
trust" with China,
 the more urgent





 the President that the Senate is 
transgressing  his power and requiring 
him to 
end  the war 
by
 the end of 




 year to 
cut 





























precedent was established which, 











Hopefully  the 
Cranston
 proposal will





 what I've done"
 speeches by 
Nixon  which in-
clude 
his  jump for joy 




gent segment of 
America  is loosely 
coalescing to 
hasten
 an end to the 
war.  The 
monstrous 
demonstrations  last









 opinion isn't 
enough  to influence





such  as his 
attempt
 to turn the 
Laotian










 can only be 
eroded  by forcenot 
the kind that 
uses blood as the 
symbol
 of dissent, but 
political  force augmented





opportunity  to 
override 
those  who 






 so does the




































 that the 
college 













 has no 





year  A.S. 












 $10 to that




activity  fee, 










 has the 
purse power
 in our 
student  
































 11 upper 
division  
seats,
 and 19 









slates  on the 
ballot for the 
executive 
positions.  The 
A.S. 
president
 is very 
powerful  
because
 he proposes 
allocations 




committees.  He 










 His vice 
president  is 
chairman  of 
the
 council 
and holds a 
tie -breaking 
vote  on any 
matter.  The 
treasurer's  
main  job is to 
balance the 
A.S. budget. 
Get out and vote





























All  presidential 
slates
 were 























How well do 
you want your money 
spent 
next  year? Do you 
want  executive 
officers









Are  you, 
like the majority
 of the students,













are  some of 




























next year. We 
have an 
entire




 the student 
body, and we 
feel
 that they do 








 responsive to your 
needs 
and will also 
be able to work 
with  the 
Executive
 office to better 
serve  you. 
SPECTRUM
 .71 is not promising co-ops, 
banks on 
campus,
 or other 
unrealistic  
goals. Instead,








 its already 
established agencies. 
I feel that with
 all the areas 
the 
Executive 
slate  has worked in 
this year, 
we
 are, by far, the
 most qualified 
ticket. 
Areas 
such as fighting 





 the Foreign Student 
Loan  Fund, 





 of the programs
 we have 
been involved in 
this year, and plan
 to 
further 
develop  next year. 
Vote
 for responsible 
student govern-
ment. Vote 














Toad Hall ticket 
of Bill Becker, 




all  year on projects
 designed to 
achieve 
action beneficial to 
all students 
through student
 unity. No other
 candi-
dates can hope 
to





 what the Toad 
Hall  candidates 
have accomplished








 Program, Inc., 
of 
which 




 since last fall on 
this 
program. Its completion was announced 
at a press conference
 Monday. 
Center for the Study of Contemporary
 
Issues The Center is now a major 
offering of SJS; 
total  
enrollment  is 




 is projected. 
Birth 
Control-  Rich 
Ross







control  and 
abortion counseling on this campus long 
before it was 
fashionable.  In fact, the 
first birth 
control counseling was 
set up 
by Rich Ross through 
Experimental Col-
lege. 
Ecologically sound campusWe  have
 
been 






 while others timply talked about 
it. 
Dr. Aitken, Chairman of Environ-
mental Studies
 has
 agreed to work 
closely with us to establish guidelines 






We believe the most important cri-
teria for selecting an A.S. slate
 are pre-
vious 







all other slates to 
try to 

















cithtenship  affects stu-
dents by denying
 them the 
right  to spend 
their A.S. monies for socially relevant 
programs and by subjecting
 them to a 
second-class education which 
leaves 
students without a vote in the appoint-
ment and retention of faculty or the 
planning and 
offering  of curriculum
and more importantly, the inability to 
make one's education
 relevant to now. 
By arranging for departmental credit 
for involvement in A.S.
 programs such as 
co-ops, computer registration, research 
of student problems, and legal aid, 
education could be used to solve prob-
lems that students currently face. 
A.S.
 Program Board (entertainment & 
cultural 
events)
 is controlled by 11 
politically appointed students who 
administer $75,000 of student monies 
and decide what 24,000 students will 
see and hear. This body must be taken 
out of the political arena and maae more 
responsive to the students. 
All of our major programs and expen-
ditures (co-ops,
 legal aid, birth control, 
entertainment) will be offered to the 
students. by use of the referendum, 
which allows students to voice their 
approval through the vote. 
We encourage students to become 
in-
volved in our administration and to 
come forward with ideas, suggestions  
and solutions for solving the problems 
of 
the student body. Fullest cooperation 
can be expected in order 


















attitude of secrecy, the 
Spartan  Daily 
editors were summoned 
into  the Presi-
dential Command 
Headquarters, after 
they were told 
that  they would ''suffer 
the 
consequences.-  This tragically mon-
strous threat itself 
substantiates  the 
claim of the 
opposition
 that a despotic 
rule of 
lowest
 and cheapest nature is 
governing 
both our student 
body
 and the 
faculty. Then foilowed a 
nervous and 
malicious news 
release  to reveal an-
other 
characteristic




 avoided all essential 
points that my colleagues and 
myself 
had 






 he did not want
 to 
engage  
in a 'public quarrel." I reserve my 
general 
response




 the Court. 





 of Bunzel's letter 
only: 
1. An injured 
young  lady who 
brought  
charges of serious misconduct
 against a 
supporter
 of Mr. Bunzel is 
still waiting 
formation
 of a 
fact 
finding 
committee  as 
requested in her letters of 
Sept.  30, 1970 
and of March 7, 1971. So 
for
 she has re-
ceived 
no
 answer from the President. 
The President has even prevented her 
from sending a copy of her complaint to 
the 
Academic
 Council (Oct 1, 1971) 
claiming that "this whole deal" was 
"neither the business of the President 
nor the College.- The whole tragic affair 
was 
neglected:  the 
crime was 
concealed  




when I. in defense of the helpless girl, 
questioned this mysterious procedure it 
became both the business of the College 
and the President. Four months later he 
initiated disciplinary action but not 
against the party in question but against 
the questioning
 party! I hod asked many 






 in general, during
 this 
time. 
The  dismissal 
followed.  
2. With reference
 to Bunzel's secret 




what were your Campus Security men 
doing 
around 
Reghoby's residence in 
Oakland  














 Oakland home under
 surveil-
lence."
 (San Jose Mercury, 




Bunzel  yesterday 
stated
 he 
couldn't  comment specifically 
on this 
charge because
 of legal restrictions" 
(Spartan 
Daily,  April  22, 1971). 
"If security force, in performi.ig a 
proper
 function,went to a house in an-
other city, this would 
not be an irregular 
practice."  (Spartan Daily,
 April 22, 
1971).
 
"Bunzel said the 
officers  were 









-optimism  leads us
 to believe 




 at least the 
remaining  
three
 must be false. 
No




































































































































munity.  There is no
 way






























































 not clairr 
that our 












 an A.S. 
government  car
 













 as the Spring 
Pleasure
 
Faire a permanent activity that 
will  
help 


































 Ticket will also lend
 its support tc 
anti -racist,









finance  EOP, fight 
budget cuts, 
protect professors 
from  political firings 
expand 
operation share and give 
educa, 
tional benefits to 
campus  workers. 






make  SJS a more lively campus 
that 
at least serves basic needs of all 
it
 
students and brings them 
together. 
The Ticket 













The SJS College Union is a multi -mil 




 for by the students. With 
all 
those  millions invested by the
 stu 
dents, does it fulfill their wants anc 
needs?  
SJS has more than 24,000 students 
but it would be a safe bet to say
 that 
fewer than half of 
them  take advantage 
of 




 square feet, the
 College 
'Union has 
adequate space for many 
facilitiesenough
 room for 
everyone.  
Because the College Union was built for 
the students, the students have a right to 
make known the services 
they
 desire, 
To find out 





 the various aspects of the 
Union. and will be distributed today and 
tomorrow. It will give the 
students
 at SJS 
an opportunity to suggest  changes
 or 
additions which will improve the College 
Union.  
If you aren't satisfied
 with the College 
Union, or have any good ideas for
 
changes, 
make  an attempt to fill out this 
questionnaire.




 throughout the campus. 





 propaganda, make 
an attempt to get 
a questionnaire and 




 It would  be 
nice to 
see it filled all the 
time,  instead of just 





ing toe San Jose 
Suite Coliege 
Community
 Since IV ix 
















State  College except 
Saturday








































 Si 50 Oft campus
 price
 per 





















 designated as 
erldorims
 reflect the ma 
'curdy opinion 
of the editorial board 















































































































































E RS Re da 
Adler,  101. 





































Murphy  Tim  Osterman.
 
Steve Papinrhak,  
I vim 
Parent, 






















































































 draft headquarters yesterday. 











 W. Tarr, who had 
promised  Monday 







that  some demon-
strators  
would
 try to invade offices to speak 
with  employees 
instead of 
remaining








lead by "Peoples Lobby" member Merle 
Snyder, 
wanted  to 




Police estimated the crowd outside at 150. The demon-
stration  was peaceful and without arrests. 
Protesters aimed at Selective Service as their second
 tar-










 at the end 
of its wire, the U.S. 
Justice 
Department  said yesterday 
that it would appeal a 
ruling by the appellate court
 at Cincinnati that the 
govern-
ment may not wiretap
 groups suspected of 
subversion. 
The case now slated
 for the U.S. Supreme 
Court involves 
the electronic
 surveillance by the government
 of a member 
of 
the  now defunct White Panther 
Party.
 
The appeals court at 
Cincinnati  had upheld the ruling of 
U.S. District
 Judge Damon Keith of Detroit, who had re-
jected the 
government's  argument that the president and 
his 
attorney general
 have the authority to wiretap 
without  court 
order against U.S. 
citizens suspected of 
presenting  a national 
threat.
 
Election Charges Fly 
Continued
 from

























































 shows that 
everything
 he has been in-
volved
 in flopped." 
"When I called 




 debate, he was 
not able to give the name of a 
lawyer or any figures. He 


















"It  is ready









































































































Educational  policy 
committee also reviewed the 
engineering programs at 





 from the 
three colleges involved, the 
committee recommended 




Dr. Donald Garritty, aca-
demic vice president of San 
Francisco State, argued in 
favor of the "special" engi-
neering program at that col-
lege. 
According to the adminis-
trator,
 the program offers a 
bachelor of science 
degree
 
without a specialization. The 
student gets a general 
education 
at
 the college, Dr. 




 or does 
graduate 




 that the 
program is 
unique because



















He pointed out 
that 90 
per  cent of the fresh-
man engineering 
class and 
10 per cent of 
the graduating 
class consist of 
minority  stu-
dents at San 








port on the 
California Master 
Plan. 
The plan assigns various 
roles to the community col-
leges, the state colleges and 
the 
University  of California. 
During the last three aca-
demic 
master planning 
cycles, the administrator 
pointed
 out, a total of 40 










ment of this sort is of course 
imperative this year 
and  is 
indeed in prospect," he com-
mented. 
"There is in fact a very 
large area of overlapping 
functions, and the principle 
of similar support for similar 
functions would appear to be 






It takes an expert mechanic 
to tune up 
your car's motor 
for top 




































































appearance  of 
a guerilla 
theatre, 
but  there 

























Week  to 
take place





Kendo is a 



















 kote ( wrist pro-
tector),
 do ( trunk
 






( jacket for pro-
tection). The







 members of 
the SJS Kendo club demonstrate 
the art of 
ancient Samurai 
sword  fighting yesterday 
to a crowd of 




























 Linn, langu- 
stronger









Student  Or- 
patedWilliam  Buntin,
 "You have to 
be more 










Club at SJS is 
held every 
Dr. Ben Hazard, history 
retarded  in 
Palo Alto; Dr. fencing," 
said William 
Thursday  in the Womens 
professor 






4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
club to arrange 





match. "All our 
Buntin 
estimated

















 Students Community 
Involvement Program 
( SCIP ) 
announced 
Monday  
its program of "compre-
hensive legal 
insurance" will 






the next two 
weeks.  
While not a 
legal  insurance 
program per
 se, students 
can be 
covered
 under the 
program




program,  designed 
especially for low income 
groups,
 will seek members
 
from all San Jose 
minorities.
 



















will use a 
"graduated 












































awaiting a decision 
on their 
request
















aid  insurance plan 
can be initiated,




 from the 
secretary of 
state.  
SCIP is also 
applying for a 




 Association IABA 1 to 


















from page I. 
Like possible causes and 
effects, solutions to the 
bud-
get dilemma vary through-
out the country. "I see no 




 of support 
to higher
 education," said 
Dartmouth's president as 
quoted by "U.S. News and 
World Report." 
In the same 
article, 




get rid of 
"marginal 
activities" and "claptrap" 
such as expensive 
football  
stadiums. 
Meanwhile, the California 




as a solution 
to the money 
woes. Several bills designed 
to increase the fees charged 





 to ease some 
of the basic















 the body will send 
out five 
to six thousand invi-
tations to 
people involved in 
higher 





Vasconcellos said the com-
mittee will
 "wonder about 
the future of higher edu-
cationwho
 should go to col-
lege, 
what type of society 
should we be preparing stu-
dents for, what the 
scope of 
higher education




















months.  He 
believes















the state to act

















































 our libraryof 
3000 
































Clara.  Calif.  95050 
effect on SJS's budget crisis, 
since 










education  picture will 
apparently 
continue to be 
bleak. "U.S. News
 and World 
Report" projected
 that by 
1985,





















from the 1970 
figures. 
25,000 
future  members under 
the program during the next 
year. 
The current SCIP staff of 
approximately 200 mem-
bersalong with a few 
volunteerscould handle 
any increase paperwork 




























Carl Foster, Bill 
Becker,
 
ind Linda Campbell acted 
as 
spokesmen for SCIP in 
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at/ dry 















TO SOMEONE THAT 







2(ifi  K. Santa
 Clara 
(Nest to 
























































Despite a shift to the coas-
tal mountains, the ninth 
annual
 Sparta Camp will 





Sparta Camp chairman 
Dave Long. 
Long said the owner of the 
Russian River camp-
grounds, where Sparta 
Camp has been located in the 
past, unknowingly scheduled 
another group into the camp 
at the same 




In an attempt to make up 
for his error, the owner 
offered the 
A.S.
 use of 
another of his campgrounds, 
Long said. 
Long 
added  that the moun-
tain camp is a little more 
than an hour's drive from 
San Jose,





Tickets for Sparta Camp 
are $13 and are now on sale 
in the Student
 Affairs Busi-




 of the College Union, 
and at a 





 is an 
oppor-
tunity 
for  both 
students  and 







organizers,  but 
reser-





















30 at 3 p.m., 
two at 
4 p.m. and 
one at 5 
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Flap back pockets, heel -to
-toe 
slant, 
flared. S12.00413.00 a pair. 
Sizes






















































































PLUCKING bugs from the bark of a Sequoia from a perch 290 
feet above the ground is Ronald Sleeker, associate professor 
of entomology. Stecker is the first man to study the tree at Its 
very top. Also, he is one of a few who have ever climbed one. 
He
 believes he is 
very lucky 
because
 his work is 
also  his 
hobby.
 The study of 




















musty  smelling 
archieves or dusty





majors  is 








months ago when a 







 found some 
stone 

















Site  at Alma-





















































and  the 
birds who were attracted to 
the trees were ensnared. 
The stone structures found 
by the digging team, how-
ever, were the 
size  that a 
human could squat in and 
were 
located
 on the ground. 
The traps lacked the plat-
form made 
of wood or 
branches which were 
custo-
mary in the ones 
used
 by the 






would, according to Kalben-
berg, mean re-evaluatting 




will be made by sorting 
through missionary records.
 
Currently the students are 
consulting Hinn
 Winfield. 
director of the Museum 
of 








 will be 
compiled  in a 
site report
 which will be 
sent 
to the Institute
 of the Califor-
nia State 




 Society in 
Berkeley. 
A site report includes the 
CUBG Gives Travel 
Mart  
Space in 
College  Union 
The  College Union Board 
of Governors accepted a bid 
from T -M Travel Mart
 for 
office space in the C.U. 
during last week's meeting. 























Bay  Area 
ticket  
outlet  agency 
for SJS stu-
dents.  
The vote came after the 
board had discussed a letter 
from San Jose Attorney 
Arthur Lund who had been 
hired to determine if the T -M 
bid was valid. In accepting 
the lease, T -M had requested 
that 
three changes be made. 
It was felt 
that
 this "counter 
offer" would invalidate 
the 
bid. 
However,  in his 
letter, 
Attorney 




go either way 
be-
cause  of the 

















































letter." Also, he warned the 
board that "there is a possi-
bility of an exposure to a 
law  
suit should you 
reject the 
'counter offer.'" 
In other  action, the board 
decided to hold off voting for 
two weeks on a suggested 
policy statement regarding 
minority employment in the 
College  Union. 
Seeking 
reaction to the 
statement,  the board 
has in-





selves on the 
policy at a 
meeting which 
will be held 
Thursday at 3 
p.m. in the 
A.S. Council room 
of the 





by a CUBG 
subcommittee  
and presented 






be used to 







black, 3.2; (3) Oriental, 2.4; 
4)
 Native American, 0.2. 
These figures were 
derived from the number of 
minority students, excluding 
those in 
college,  attending 
schools which are in the 
ser-
vice area of the SJS Exten-











under 18 from 
attending 
dances held 
in the College 
Union. 
In effect, 




into the C.U. but 
only to 
use  the first 
level  
lounge  area. 
The policy calls for 
tighter 
security
 in which 
admittance  
to the third level 
dance  area 























































































 and the 
analysis  of 
the soil. The 
artifacts
 found 
will become the 
property of 
the 
Institute of the California 
State 
Historical Society. 
Daily. Feature Writer 
Bugs  don't bug Ronald 
Sleeker. He 
dangles  290 feet 
in a sling above 
the forest 
floor just to study them. 
Steelier, 
associate  profes-
sor of entomology, is part of 
a four
-man
 team from &IS 
sallying 
the cology of Se-
quoia trees,




Foot  by 
foot
 he 






















































over  to 
it. He 
then 











basket -like elevator powered 
by a generator. Using this 
elevator he brings up the 
equipment needed for 
conducting his experiments. 
Adhesive
 boards set at 
different 
levels  to catch 
insects 
who inhabit that 
particular
 region and beat-
ing 
nets  used to sweep the 
needle and 
cone area are just 
a few 
of the many instru-
ments and 
materials  used in 
the study of 






















he has placed 
throughout the
 tree and to 
use instruments similar 
to 
eyebrow pluckers to extract 
bugs from
 the bark. Every 
part of the tree 
is systema-
tically covered by Stecker as 





slimly eases her way up a giant 
Sequoia. Walking up the tree 
at
 a 99 degree angle, it takes Mrs. 








Visual  Arts 
Post  
Harold "Hal" Weiner, 
senior graphics design 
major, is  a first for SJS stu-
dents. That is, he is the first 
SJS student ever to be ap-
pointed to the Committee on 
Performing and Visual Arts 




The appointment was an-
nounced recently, by Harold 
Jordan, president of ACU-L. 
According to 
Weiner,  the 




ing or visual arts. 
It's
 duty to 
research
 and advise the 
activity 
programming
 for all 
college unions
 in ACU-L. 
Weiner's function on the 
committee will be to compile 
information concerning the 
trend in the United States for 
large gatherings at rock con-
certs. This, he said, will 
serve as a guideline for col-
lege unions in future plan-
ning. 
In addition to serving on 
the committee of performing 
Arts, Weiner is president of 
Region 15 for the ACU-L. 
This region encompasses 
California, Nevada, Hawaii, 
Australia and New Zealand. 
He is also a 





Weiner  stated 
he felt the 




when he was 
elected  chair-
man of the 
College Union 
Programing
 Board at 
SJS. 
Obviously
 enjoying his work. 
Weiner 
stated that all his 
outside activities aren't 
"that much work". He will 
probably return
 to SJS next 










The new committee 
mem-




 It really 
aids  
the school






























vices" he stated. 
He said that all communi-
cations between committee 
members is done by corres-
pondence. Members meet 
once a year at an annual 
conference. 
he collects his data.
 
FAMILY  COMPANY 
Sleeker likes 
to
 have his 
family for company 
while he 
is in the 
forest.  His wife 
Phyllis is 
his curator and 
runs the 
















Susie,  10, 
and 
Bobby,  6, 
sit for 
hours 























 on how 
to inch 
their  way 
toward  the 
very top
 of the 
tree. 
"My 
wife and I 
are from a 
small town





































































work  at a 
steady pace.








































 in the 
studies, this 
large tree 
attracts  the smaller 
insects 
compared













 the other me 
who are














This partly due to the
 thoL 





eating  and suckin 
the 






































 at 81.00. Bring








Only from 12:00-10:00.  













For an executive slant and student council 
that 
will  work together, not obstruct! 
Bill Langan 
A.S.Pres.  














Tilt:  7 00
 P.M. 
PLACE: T W A GATE 56 - SAN FRANCISCO 
INTERNATIONAL  
AIRPORT 
 AN EXPERIENCE ON 
TWA's 747 
 SEE THE REAL
 
"INSIDE"
 CF A TWA 
BDEING  747 




WILL BE W_ADED 
UP BY A TWA 
CAPTAIN TO 
DISCUSS  THE BIRD 
OF THE '70's 
* A SPECIAL MOVIE
 
FEATURE  
WILL  BE SHCWN ON 
THE NEW 
WIDE 










TO 100 SEATS 
CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVE 
BRUCE  R. FREEMAN 
385 













TWA  747 
TICKET  
V'ednesday,






 high jumper 
Willie  Crawford 
attempts 
to clear 
the  bar at 6-9,,2 in a meet 










settle for a best of 6-7%. Crawford and several other 
Spartans are 
tuning  up for the San Jose Invitational to 
be 
held this Saturday at San Jose City College beginning
 at 5:45. 
Daily 












We choked, there is no 
other way to describe it." 
Those words were from the 
frosh-soph 
baseball coach 
Mans PanteIs who watched 
his team drop 
four games 
last week and in the process, 
drop right out of sight of the 
Bay Area Collegiate Base-




team had a 10-
5-1 
record
 in the league, good 
enough for 
serious first place 
contention. 
However 




up" cost the 
team  the four 
games and 
dropped
 them from 
conten-
tion to 




 up, nobody 
on 
the team cared," said Pan-
tels describing the games
 of 
last week. When we fell 
behind, no one 
tried  to catch 
up!"
 
PanteIs noted, though, that 
with still five
 games left on 
the schedule, he did not con-
sider the season unsuccess-
ful. 
"I'm really happy 
with the 
guys, but all the hard work 
that we did went down the 
drain. As far as the league 
title, either the guys didn't 
realize they could get it, or 
just didn't care about it at 
all." 
During last week, the 
Spartans dropped games to 
UC Berkeley, 4-0, Santa 
Clara, 13-7, and Cal again in 
a doubleheader
 8-1, and 3-1. 
PanteIs 
stated that his, 
pitching held up 
quite  well at 
this time, but 
errors by the 
bushel caused two





the first game of 
the double-
header against 
the  Bears, 
SJS committed 
13 errors for 
the two games. 
"Those 
errors
 really hurt 
us badly because
 we rely on 
defense, and to 
be
 effective, 
we have to 
have  our, defense 
help out." 
In his 





to blame for 
the 
sudden turnabout of the 
team. 
"At the start 
of the year, I 
had a 
lot of 
discipline,  but 
about the 
middle
 of the year, 
I relaxed that
 discipline a 
bit.
 The way I see 
it, I want 
to put 
some
 of the 
responsi-
bility on 



















 as they 
did  







leading pitcher on the team 
will be brought up to the 
varsity. 
PanteIs 




two of the 
hitting  leaders of 
the team,
 have a 
chance
 to 





























at the Alpine 









their  first round 
action 
Monday,  while Carlos 
Kirmayr, 
one of the seeded 
players in the tournament, 







































at stake in this 
meet, but 
schools





















Moor, No. 2 
SJS singles 
man, advanced
 when he de-
feated Bob Kraf t, 5-7, 6-3, 6-3. 
Fitzpatrick defeated Fred 
Finlayson by default, and 
Lloyd outlasted Sherm 
Schlobohm,
 7-6, 6-7, 6-3. 
Spartan tennis 
coach 
Butch Krikorian, current 
Intramurals  
A 






 fast pitch 
softball 
Monday  as Theta 
Chi  and the 
Blues 






Chi beat Chi Pi 
Sigma,  9-7, while the Blues 
dumped
 the Doggies, 9-1. In 
the only other game, the 
Drury
 Laners beat Delta 
Sigma Phi, 20-7. The Drury 
Laners ran their 


























































 in the 
men's gym. 
California State
 men's 45 
champ, was 
off to a good 
start in 
defense  of his title as 
he 
defeated.
 Mike Hook of 
Tibuon  6-4, 6-1. 
Two other members
 of the 









Moffat,  6-4, 6-1 
and Wheatley 
was beaten by Charles 

















































 not. Now, 



























 can be continued 





















































































































with  UC Santa 
Barbara,
 May 7 
























weak  in front 
line 
pitching  after














-The  Gauchos 
have
 a list 
of pitchers as long as my 
arm," Menges moaned 
yesterday.
 -So, we'd be in 
trouble." Besides
 Mike 
Rusk, 8-4, Dave Imwalle, 7-1, 
and Raleigh Rhodes, 6-2, no 
one has pitched a complete 
game this year for the Spar-
tans. 
To 
remedy the situation, 
Menges may bring freshman 
right hander Steve Hinckley 
to 
the  varsity club, and work 
Smith in as a pitcher. The 
only freshman to make the 
parent club this year, Smith, 
.284, has started almost 
every game in right field. 
Earlier in the year Menges 
indicated Smith
 could be 
used for relief during emer-
gencies. Now the possibility 
exists he might start
 in the 
event of a five game show-
down in Santa Barbara. 
The first year man hasn't 
the key to Rusk's 15 strikeout 
performance. 




opportunity  to 








 challenge. "I want to 
throw Rusk against 
him 





Happy to be leading the 







ing the Fresno series last 
weekend.  
The 
Spartans  carried a two 
run lead into the last inning 
. but lost in extra 
innings,  8-4. 
pitched an inning all year. 
However, Menges has only 
one other man on the staff 
with starting experience, so 
Smith  may be thrown into 
the
 fire. 
Of course Menges would 
like to see the five games 
spread out over a longer 
period of time. 
What  he 
wants is the 
chance
 to pitch 
his 
sophomore





on his effort 
against 
Fresno  State last 
Friday Menges said, "Rusk 
looks like a new guy out 
there." Menges 
pointed  to a 
longer pre -game




 Dennis Smith may 
spend  less time chasing line drives 
and more time trying to 
prevent
 them on the mound. Smith is 
part  of a plan by coach 
Gene 
Menges  to bolster his pitching 
staff  for the final weeks 
of the pennant 









Sports  Writer 
Who will be the
 winner of 
the 
water polo decathlon? 
Only a 
week  more of testing 
and  the answer 
will be de-
termined. 
The winner is 
decided by 
tabulating scores
 for each 
player 
in all of the 10 events 
and 
his  name will be entered 
on
 a roster under last year's 
winner, All American Mike 
Monsees.
 















ness" and stated 
that Jack-
son  "continues to 
improve  




 of last week's 
winners
 in individual events 







Facts from CDI-An 
educational licensee 
of Control Data Corp., 
makers of the world's 
most powerful computers. 













































'Name- -  
Street 
- 
































 Fred Belcher in 
five shot, Steve Hamann
 in 
kick reach, and Mike 
Albright in distance pass. 
Walton felt that 
the  
shooting was 
not quite as 
good as it 
should  be in five 
shot competition
 the highest 
score was 








Thursday was one 


























recalled, "but we're happy 






for his  hitters by naming
 Al 
Ariza and Brian 
Nakamoto  
co -players of 
the  week. 
Ariza, 
the  team's leading 
hitter at 
.372,  rapped seven 
hits against Fresno while 









Santa  Clara St. 



















































































 purchase of the 
following  cosmetics 




Max Factor Guerlain 
Faber'ge  
Dubarry 
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By CHRISTINE SCHLETT 




























Mrs. Mina Garman. 




is in charge of 
publicity, is divided
 into three sec-
tions  Dance Drama. 







give  the 
sophisticated
 audience and the
 
general
 viewer a 






























The performances are at 8:15 
p.m.  on 
May  6 and 8, 
with 




 are SI. 75 






























 from top left - Lonne Moretton
 
is shown in Theme  
and  Variation- with Terry 
Bathe, who choreographed 
the modern 








  -Here, There and Every-
where,- a jazz dance, was 
choreographed  and 
will 
be






"A -f-M AM Origin 
of a Reactionary," choreo-










ing - Janine 
Kagel,  June Horne, Nancy Walker
 
and Nancy Dibble 
 Cecilia Cruz choreo-
graphed and will dance 
"Grapes  of Roth,- an-
other dance
 in the Jazz section.  
The first 
of the jazz 







Joe Rocha, Janie 
Smith,
 Mark Ammerman, 
Sue 
Larocca, Lynn Brilhante















Daily  Staff 
Writer 
Once upon
 a time 




































from  the 1950's to the
 present. The last
 
few 






 of relevance and 
social mes-
sages 
designed to make 





For these reasons it is always refreshing 
to 
view
 a funny, light-hearted effort 
like "A 




 his cash playing gangsters, and 
the incomparable Elaine May, who also 
wrote  
and directed, the film 
is a definite 
throwback
 to the best of the "screwball" 
comedies made famous by directors like 
Frank Capra and Leo McCarey. 
Admittedly, "A New 
Leaf" does not ease 
the social
 conscience with its story of a 
bankrupted  member of New York's social 
elite who
 must meet and marry a rich so-
cialite
 within six weeks or 
face total desti-
tution ( a fate his ego 
will  not accept.) 
The  film centers around the discovery, 
courtship and marriage of this pseudo -snob 
with a dedicated, although unattractive and 
uncouth, heiress, 
who  concentrates only on 
botany and 
school  teaching. 
In my mind, Matthau has not given a bad 
performance since
 winning an Oscar for his 
1966 role as 
Whiplash  Willie in "The Fortune 
Cookie." His ability 
to portray a sarcastic 
con -man with a simple 
facial movement and 
an
 almost undefineable mumble
 have made 
Matthau one of the 
most highly sought after 






the  film belongs to 
Miss May. Her 
performance




excels  in destroying
 whatever she 
touches,
 is beautiful




media have been 




as an actress -director -writer 
has  long been known in 
the industry. In "A 
New I.eaf" she once 
again proves a strong 
director even 














May's selection of 
exterior  footage. In many
 
hands this part would
 have been a boring 
disaster. 
In this era of reality, the  film's ending 
may  be a bit sentimental for some. Henry 
and Henrietta fading into the sunset, 
however, provides a conclusion consistent 
with 
both
 the theme and attitude of the 
move. 
"A New Leaf" may not be tremendously 
successful at the box office, but the film's 
attempt at escapism rather than sensa-
tionalism might help today's movie industry 
return to its 
role  as an entertainment 
medium rather 
than a showcase for political 







resurrection  of a film sometimes
 re-
establishes
 the genius of a man. 
Charles Chaplin wrote, produced, directed 
and played a dual role in "The Great Dic-
tator" made in 1940 for United Artists. In a 
rare showing ( said lobe the first in 30 years 
the film was screened twice last Friday at 
San 
Jose's  Civic Auditorium. 
"The Great Dictator" is a satirical por-
trait of Adolph Hitler,
 his cronies and their 
rise to political power in the 1930's. It 
was  
produced at a time when the goals and 
methods
 of Nazism had become quite clear 
and
 many felt it was past the time for laugh-
ing at Hitler. For this
 reason the film was 
often criticized by an emotional
 population. 
When seen today, 
however,  "The Great 
Dictator" offers a 
complete  picture of the 
human insight and 
comedic mastery 
Chaplin possessed. His 
performance
 con-
tains the voice quality, 
the  phoney with-
drawals into the consolation
 of music and 
solitude, the 
maniacal  rages, the hypo-
critical 
fondling
 of babies and the ultra 
theatrical 
appearances
 which perfectly 
parody Hitler and 
most
 dictators. 
The film is far from the 
typical  movie 
usually associated with Chaplin's
 "Little 
Tramp,"  although 
the
 character is always
 
present in his 
portrayal
 of the dictator and a 
Jewish look
-alike barber. It is 
a powerful 
statement about war, 
peace,
 tyranny and 
the realities of life done 
with  honesty and 
without blatant propaganda. 
This is not to 
say that this 






"The  Great Dictator" 




him as a 
master  of 
coordination





venture  into sound 
films
 even though he had
 
made "City Lights"
 1931) and 
"Modern
 
Times"  (1936)    long 
after  the talkies were 
in 
vogue. The movie
 dispelled doubts 
that  he 
would not be 
effective
 in the sound 
medium. 
Since his debut, 
however,  Chaplin has 
worked on only four films:
 "Monsieur 
Verdoux" (1947), 
"Limelight"  ( 1952),  "The 
King in New York" ( 1957) and "Countess 
from Hong 
Kong"  ( 1966). Only the first was 
a critical or 
popular  success. 
His feuds with the government, political 
beliefs and basic dislikes 
for  this country 
sent Chaplin 
fleeing to Europe in 1952 
pro-
claiming he would never
 return. A promise 
he kept according to most
 sources. 
"The Great 
Dictator,"  however, remains 
as a 
personification  of Chaplin's greatness 
and as 
a reminder of a talent that has been
 
virtually 
rotting  on a mountain in 
Switzer-
land for 
almost  20 years. 
Watercolor






By CONNIE FUKUDA 
Daily




material, and nothing could 
be 
more  true of the water-
color show 
"Call  It What You 





 in bountiful color. 
Done by 
student artists in 
Eric Oback's




























airplanes,  trains 
and 
stagecoach 




















 worst in the
 
show.  
















 makes a 
relevant and 
timely message 





side is covered 
with  a plastic 
overlay of 
painted  houses 
packed tightly next 
to
 each 








 loves you, no matter what. 
Send her
 a OtgHug 




lost a lottle longer 








 in the 
country. 


































 makes a 
statement on 





 show the im-
portance of human
 life ( one 
of her
 pictures shows
 a large 
woman with 






purpose  of "Call 
It What You 

























 scene of 
a 
"Strange love 





 Stewart and 
Jennifer 
present
 a dual 
concert  in 
the 
College  
Union  Ball 
Room, 
sponsored
 by ECEB. 
Tickets, which are avail-
able 







'"I'he World of the
 Roman-
tic 




 at 6 on "An
 
Evening With 





































says the romantic 
opera has 





heart -felt emotions 
in music. 
"The World of 
Romantic 











he conducts the 
orchestra  
with chorus of the Deutsche 
Oper, 
Berlin,
 in this perfor-
mance. 
Next on the program is 
another of Verdi's grand 
operas, "II Trovatore," from 
which "Miserere" of Act IV 
will be played. The opera is 
largely 
based  on a compli-
cated Spanish drama involv-
ing concealed identities, 
along with nuns, gypsies, 
soldiers, horses, anvils and a 
wandering minstrel. 
With hill its unbelievability 
the plot gave Verdi a chance 
to write dramatic





 the team of 
Gabriella
 Tucci, soprano and 
Franco








 Evening With 
the 
Classics" then 
looks at an 
opera of 
Puccini,  the dra-
matic."Tosca"  a story of two 
lovers, 
Tosca  and Cavara-
dossi, and the evil 
police  
agent, 
Scarpia.  Reflecting on 
Puccini's 
opera, "Madame 
Butterfly" "Tosca" shows 
the same deceit and love 
triangle common






 heard are the 
arias: 
"Recondita  Armonia" 
and "E 
Lucevan  I,e Stelle," 
and 
"I.ohengrin's  Fare-
well," the latter from Act III 
of Richard Wagner's mysti-
cal opera "Lohengrin." The
 
show will 
round out with the 
complete fourth act of 
Bizet's "Carmen." 
In the middle of the pro-
gram a record album will be 
given to the first
 person who 
calls 294-1941 and asks
 for 
the radio studio. This week's 
prize is a recording of San 
Jose State graduate
 Peter 
Del Grande, a 
baritone  who 
has recorded the 
little-known
 












 of the 
Dr.  Dorothy 
Kaucher  




















His contribution stems 
from his participation as a 
judge  in the recent Kaucher 
Contest
 and an incident he 
witnessed  after Richard G. 













 saw the smile 
on 
Mr. 
Brown's  face, 
later,  
when no one was 
looking,  




now  or in 
the future." 
He also 
expressed  his feel-
ing that the 
Kaucher  Awards 
are too important
 to the 
Drama 
Department  to 
neglect. "I feel that 









people  don't care 
or 
people 
are too involved else-
where to 
give





is a way to help 
sustain traditions
 such as the 
Kaucher  Award, 












tion is "Telemachus 
Clay,"  a 




 roles. Opening 
Friday night 
at
 8:15, there 
will be only two additional 




 to Snyder's 
letter,
 the Readers Theatre 
won't be the 
only  source of 
money 
for  the Kaucher 
Award in 
the future. This 
contribution,
 though small, 
is with 
the thought that 
future 
contributions
 will be 
larger. 
In 
conclusion  he said, "I 
love dear 
old Dr. Kaucher 
and I will
 try to maintain her 
standard
 and also try to sus-
tain 

































































JOSE, CAL. 95113 








The concert, billed as a 




college  and 
university tour that will take 
Stewart and Jennifer to 







Kingston Trio, has found 
success as a single with his 












role in "Hair" and 














Special  to The 
Daily  




































just  as 
powerful,  
the 















around  you 
Can you feel 
all  the vibes 
There's  love all
 around you 
Just be glad 
you're alive 
This album




 your heart. 










tried  to teach us 
To live 
in the past 
You've 
even tried to 
shut
 out the sun 
Well 
done  
Their songs are 
lively,  the words 
mellow,  just  another
 
affirmation that 
creative players are 
willing
 to explore new 
ideas and broaden their







 new entry for Atlantic
 is a fine collec-
tion of soulful 
renditions.  Listen to 
"Giving  Up" and "Little 
Girl." Float along 
with Donny's sensitive 
vocals.  
The employment
 of black background 
chorals  enhances 
several of the 
cuts,  while the string and horn 
arrangements 
generate electricity. 
Donny's finesse on the 
piano is aptly demonstrated
 on "She 
Is My Lady." The swinging
 "Magnificent Sanctuary 
Band"  
leads off side two, being the only 
quick  tempoed song offered. 
Hailing from 
Chicago and doing his first
 music gigs in the 
Washington, D.C. area,
 Donny has achieved heavy
 acclaim 
in the trade for




 for such as 
Roberta  Flack, Curtis 
Mayfield, 





 can be rhetorized 
about this album, 
but  for now 









Walter  Robert will 
present a 
recital  tomorrow 
night in the Concert 
Hall  at 
8:15. On Friday morning, 
also in the Concert Hall, he 
will lecture on "Symbolism 
and Impressionism in Nine-
teenth 
Century  Arts." Both 
events are











































sponsored  sale 
will be from 























required and a 
percentage  of 
the proceeds




UNC is a 
confederation  of 
concerned 
organizations  and 
individuals
 in the bay area 
involved
























(408) 251 8446 
Ow 
Successful
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 Complete Electronic Engine 
Analysis with each tune-up. 
 V.W. 
Complete  




Comparable  Prices. 
346 Josefa
 St. 
(Between Auzerais and San Carlos) 













You're  fair game when 
you wear 




 A FREE toad 
top Ilight to COPENHAGEN via SAS 




to be held May 
IS, 1971 
\\ and 
open to all regularly enrolled
 col 
legions Send in your name BY 
APRII  
10 
to College Contest The
 Van 
He - 





















Shirt, Its the shirt 





cults  ,1,,1  the newes. 
smartest
 















































































































The fashion show 
high-
lights the week-long 
activi-
ties that have 
made  up 
Women's Week, 
an event 




































































































































































































 as a 



























Association, 7 p.m., C.U. 
Pacifica. General meeting
 to 
discuss plans for picnic and 
food bazaar. 
Political Science Associa-
tion, 2 p.m., C.U. 
Almaden.  
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m., 
C.U.  Costanoan A. Film, 
"Wilderness  Alps." 
Seminar on Nonviolence, 7 




"Dealing with Hostility." 
SJS Surf Club, 7:30 p.m., 
C.U. 
Costanoan. Film, dis-
cuss flea market. 
YAF, 2 p.m.,
 C.U. Diablo. 




7:30 p.m., Franciscan 
Restaurant, 1580 Hamilton 
Ave. Speaker is George 
Owens of the San Jose Mer-
cury and News marketing 
department.
 
Accounting Lab, 7 
p.m.,  
LC 301. 









 NEWS:  
News of the
 campus, state 
and nation 






7:15 -ED ROSE SHOW: 
Music to 9 
7:55 -SPARTAN SPEC-




















































 New Left in Political 
Science" with 
questions  to 
follow. 








Series,  3:30 
and 7 










Shields,  6:30 p.m., 
C.U. Pacifica




 Union, 12 
noon, C.U. Pacheco.
 A study 
of Old Testament
 religious 
rites. All interested 
students 












 8 p.m., 434 E. 
Williams
 St. Main 
meeting.  
Beta 
Alpha PSI, 7:30 
p.m.,  
Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell  and 
Co. Suite 700, 675 
N.
 1st, San 
Jose. Tour 













 Ed Davis of 
Crocker 









Guard  Officer 
Candidate 
Program,  10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m., Barracks 6. 
FRIDAY 
U.S. 
Coast  Guard Officer 
Candidate 
Program,  10 a.m.
 






Among  the women 
honored at the reception 
were, Pam Strandberg, 
managing editor of the 
Spartan Daily; Linda Long, 
president of Panhellenic 
Council; Barbara Seavey, 
from 
Academic
 Council; and 
Linda Plummer, from the 
Business Department. 
Women in our society
 do 
not picture themselves as 
conquerors 
of
 the world 





























stressed  the 





































Lozada will present 
an
 in-
depth discussion of "Insti-
tutional Racism" Monday at 




factors in racism throughout 
the United States 
with a de-
tailed study of contemporary 
social institutions.
 




Non -Educators" in the 
Col-





ties to be found 
in public 
school  systems throughout 
the United
 States. The 
speech is free and begins at 1 
p.m. It is sponsored by the 
Entertainment and Cultural 
Events Board
 in cooperation 
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56001111A4  0.4 
VOTE
 TODAY



































 CARRASCO-TREAS.  











































































originally scheduled in 
March, will be presented 
Tuesday, 
May  25 in the C.U. 
Umunhum Room, featuring 
Antonio  Camejo, a professor 
of Chicano 
studies at Merritt 
College in Oakland.
 His pro-
gram will deal with
 the life of 
ancient  Mexico 










Camejo  will 
examine  both  
the people of 
Montezuma's  
Empire  and the 
Conquista-
dores 








































to: RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
P.O.
 Box 
5461,  Walnut 
Creek,
 Calif. 94597 
NAME   



































 Sprite 64 
Convertible, 
rebult
 engine, 67 





 or best offer
 Call 266 
1985 
or
 241 2998 

























 Fri 17 
Mar.  8 






for  more 
information
 
FREE PUPPY  
Labrador
 combine 
lion, about 6 wks old, female black 
far out Was 
left  on our door step Call 
769  8692 





potential  em 
plovers
 PD Box 5041. San Jose, Ca 
95150
 
Do you want to lift 
your spirits? 
BALLET -ADULT 
CLASS  Now 




LEARN TO FLY.SJS 
Flying
 Club now 
accepting 
memberships.
 Call Rick 259, 
3200 or Larry 264 1821 
LOOKING?
 Companies are for 
College  
Students.  Summer and future posl 




Agency 1691 the Alameda 287 9214 Fee 
Christian 














Must  be in 
Good 
Condition  Call
 354 3904 
Wed 
thru 











T.W.A.  747 Tour. 
Thur  
. 
May  6 
at 7 
PM











captain  to 
discuss the 
Bird 
of the Ms. Pick
 
up your FREE 
ticket 
on campus at 
the 
desk  385 S 
'to HELP the handicapped you can 
buy a 
very  f ine soap, Money
 donated to 
handicapped Call Mr Hall 
tor  more 
info,'.  
290.7306.  
The principle of the Oneness of 
Mankino (the pivot around Which the 
Baha'i teachings revolve>  is no mere 
outburst
 of ignorant emotionalism or 
an expression of vague and pious hope 
It calls for no less than the reconstruc 
tion and the demilitarization of the 
whole 




I 2 i 
Vw Repair Parts New. Rebuilt or 
Used Save S on Labor SA 
Parts 


















 or best 
offer.
 Call 287.1811









 AM.FM 5 
speed,
 lariat 
green  mint 
condition  
take over 
lease or 55200. 























  1961 
or
 'IN 
Corvette.  4,sp. 
WILL  PAY 
CASH!  
Call














Greg  at 
297
































Healthy, fleet  
Mg 
freely w.perfiKt





 well YIN 
YANG 
WATERBEDS 
can  be seen 
at
 101 Del 
was 
Ave 
1 rni from SJS on 
Park 
Ave 
Will  trade 
waterbed  for ??? Phone 






 west of 
the Gap) 
now  open 





heated  waterbed. 
Only  the finest, 
quality. compare
 and then you'll buy 
PISCEAN. the 
complete living water, 
bed. It 
feels  like a friend 
294,1455.
 Ask 




 will be 
glad  to know
 that 
BASIC  H., a biode-
gradable 
phosphate  and 
ultrate  free 
household 
cleaner is 


























misled  by 
Cold
 beds. 




queen  kit 
Guar.  10 yrs.
 With: 
Bag, 
safety  liner 
heater  















1850 W San 
Carlos
 





King -Queen 524. 
Safety
 liner










guarantee on  
all  beds. 294-1455. 
Come 
in and see 
our  right on 
products.
 Ask 
about  our NRO 
policy.  294.1455. 
FONDLE AND FROLIC ON flowing 
flud 
52990
 buys you a King Size undo 
lating amobea
 Aqua Snooze Water 
beds 1415 The Alameda. 2063541
 
1970 Hodaka 100. Full street legal 
Only ridden 850 Miles 
Like new For a 
2g0:7 buy and 
bargain  at S275 call 261 
0
  
PENTAX FOR SALE 50min F 1.4 
Lens, UV Filter. Inv case.
 Call eves. 
at 
7750861.
 Hardly used! 
Super TAKUMAR LENSE 1.4200
 Call 
289 8017 Must Sell 
Newly 
Covered
 Sleeper Coach. XLNT 
coed 
Sacrifice
 at S3500 Firm offer.
 
Phone
 after 5 30 
286.2760. 
6717.40G:0795z:









 2 new tires, new
 
battery. 
377  4009   PM.  
 KIT 




 Alexander Group. 
3321 Bagley Ave. LA 
CALIF.
 90034. 
QUALITY WATERBEDS 520 All sizes 
Aqua vinyl, 5 yr. guar.. Call Gary 961. 
2072 or 3267054 
or come to Flea Mkt 




per hr Male II. 
Female
 Need 












3.03  hr. 
After qualifying require













wants to write so 
desperately
 she is 
willing
 
to spend  her 
days as a typist (fast  







creative  department 
of a na. 
tional advertising 
agency,  San Fran. 
cisco 
office




hours and low pay,
 she will 
get
 the highly 
improbable.
 one in a 
million 
opportunity  of breaking Into 
the 
creative side of the business
 of her 
own time. This 
ad will hopefully dis-
courage all but the independently rich 




 send a short 
note explaining
 why you're crazy 
enough to 





































































 & Nerd for care of 


















or over, No exp. 









REWARD  if you 
see, or have 





Keesh  Hound. Lost 
Friday
 
before Easter Vac 
from Tenth Street 
Reportedly  last seen being 
coaxed
 by a 
girl  w long hair. 














SUSS 306 Royce 
Hall 189. 
8726 




friendly If found 
please leave meg 













 Room & Board for girl 
over 18 
years old as a 
companion to individuol 
with speech 






 HOME ASK 
FOR JEAN 
JOHNSON
-4 years old. 
Breathtaking view,





 Rm, with wet 
bar AEK with DBL 
ovens.  Custom 
Drapes, Quality
 Carpets thruout. 
Gas 
Lighter Fireplace
 in Liv  room. 2 car
 
Gar 




 379.2000 or 356. 
3006. 
IVY HALL - Single,
 double roOrns,  
across from administration building 
available
 for summer (summer 
rates)  
Excellent kitchen 8, community ream 
facilities, Call 
292.8177  or 253.8434. 
FANTASTIC 2 and 
3 beim, apts. for 
rent for summer and fall. 
Quality  turn. 
AEK. WW carpet, pool, rec, room 
By 
far the nicest 
apts.  in school area. 
Reserve now! Call 287,7590. 
Apt for Rent. 1 Bedroom, furnished.
 
5115 
















SI25 446 S lith 
Street  Phone 
296.7143.
 
Great  4 bedroom hoes*, 
Santa Clara to 
share 




STUDENT HOUSING for summer and 
next fall, low summer rates, Studios 
erns. 1. 2 bdrm 










 Study rooms, 1 block from
 





yard. own room, 575 
mo.
 Near SJCC. 
295.8031
 Ask for Kathie Liberal. 
HOUSEI Needed 4 Women
 12th (6 San 
Antonio Lease  or whatever. 
Phone  
294 4429 quickly.
 Ask for Jamie. 




FIGHT slum lords with 
strong  
tenant  unions. Vote aoril 27
 8. 
20. 
ROOMS,  Men Cheerful, airy, wall to 






Houses Women for Summer & next 
school term.
 Will accomodate 
groups 
or 4, 6, and 7. Call at 406 So. 
Ilth,  
ROOM






genial Willow Glen Area 294 
1211. 
MALE ROOMMATE 
neficled  to share 
rent
 with 26 year old 
male, Apartment 
across 
street  from campus
 56210 Call 
275.6509 
Porn, 
2 berm., 2 bath.
 fresh NOM, 4 
blks. to Sib, 
Reduced rent





























Serv.  En. 
closed  courtyard,
 Color 







Bedroom  with 
fireple 
Near 
campus  on So 
17th









 exp,  
ienced and
 fast. Phone 
269.8674,  
EXPER, FAST, ACCURATE 
TYPO,
 





MARY BRYNER COLE 244.6444 Aft 
5.30  
RENT A 
TV OR STEREO 
No Demi 
Free Delivery, 






 can edit. Four miles 
fro.
 
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104. 
TV'S FOR RENT  
SPECIAL STI 
DENT RATE. S9.00 per month. Ca 
377.2935.  
AUTO INSURANCE  MONTHL 
PAYMENTS NO one 
refuseclAnnui 
Liability Rates Married or 
single ag 
24 8. over 594, Married 21.24 516: 










 1924 Harris 
Ave  
Call 371.0395,
 San Jose. 
Artists' 








































Commercial, one day service. Your 
film developed cheaply. Call Dick 
Gale 265,7121. 
Cameras




















faculty 3 cents Xerox Copies,
 COI. 
lege Copy 42 
E San
 Antonio 








 M. miller. RE.247 No. 
Third, San Jose. 295.0995. 
Jewelry - Custom design in cost gold 
and silver. One of a kind wedding 
bands & 






baCki  354411104.  













prosperity and lasting happiness 
will 








 to help people
 overcome 
their  fear of snakes.
 conducted by the 
Psychology
 Dept of 
Stanford  Univer 
lily Call 964.0282 eves. 
Ladling for musicians, very,
 
very  
heavy! lam a drummer 
& 
have been 
w.Buddy  Rich & Denny Zeitiln,
 
Interested In Ian & mewl/week/ 
Chicago, Who, or Santana sounds. 
Mick 867.0322. 
HOT PANTS, Dresses, tops, 
pants,  
Skirts, sizes 5.19 Shoes 71/2 cute 










 L.A to 



































C AAAAAA FLIGHTS 
Several 
schedules
 available from west 
Coast to 
London. 
,, on.i.sso t. 




 or 5150 °newsy. Spring and 







 R Peal 247 
Roycrott 
Ave Long Beach, 313 438 2179. 
P,Pf
 1,, es 
One 





















































































refunds on cancelled ads
 Print your ad hers: 
(Count 
approximately







   Days 
Enclosed is $   
Phone    
SEMIS CHECK, 
MOW!  ORDER. BR 




 COLLIN., CALIF. 
95111 
pine., 
allow 
two
 
days 
!Net
 
placing
 ad 
tor
 
Ito
 
.ppe,o, 
